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Paris, 3 june 2021, 

 

Amazon and Casino Group strengthen their partnership in 
France and announce the deployment of a new service with 

Casino stores 
 

 

Building on the success of the commercial partnership between Monoprix and Amazon in 

March 2018, Amazon and Casino Group are strengthening their alliance to continue to 

make daily life easier for French consumers, by bringing them a new click and collect 

service with Casino brands. The aim is to offer Amazon customers an even wider selection 

of food products across France, and to introduce new customers to the food e-commerce 

expertise of Casino chains. 

For more than three years, Amazon and Casino Group have been working together to 

deploy new solutions to make their customers' daily lives easier, including express food 

delivery services and the provision of parcel collection points. 

This new phase is in line with the partnership established between Casino Group and 

Amazon in March 2018. 

Currently, Monoprix and Naturalia shops, available on Amazon.co.uk for Prime members, 

cover 70% of the population of the Paris region as well as the cities of Bordeaux, Lyon, Nice 

and Montpellier.  

More than 9,000 Monoprix and Naturalia items are available on the Amazon website for free 

two-hour delivery on purchases of €60 or more. 

In addition, 600 Amazon Lockers are deployed in the Group's shops (Casino Supermarkets, 

Monoprix, Casino convenience stores, etc.) and several new installations are planned for 

the coming weeks. 

On the strength of these results, Amazon and Casino group will soon be rolling out a new 

click and collect service with Casino stores in France.  

Casino Group and Amazon combine their respective strengths with a new click and collect 

service. 

This new service will be deployed from July in Annecy and Clermont-Ferrand and will be in 

a dozen Casino shops by the end of the summer. It will allow Amazon Prime members to 

order online from a selection of more than 9,000 food items (national brands and Casino 

private labels) and to collect their purchases from one of 180 Casino click & collect points 

(Géant Casino and Casino Supermarkets) that will be deployed throughout France by the 

summer of 2022. 

With this new service, Casino Group continues its digital strategy by adding a new 

distribution channel for its products and allows Amazon customers to access an expanded 

food offer with quality products.  
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Jean-Charles NAOURI, Chairman and CEO of Casino Group, said: “This new phase is fully in 

line with the Group's development strategy, which aims to deliver the widest possible range 

of local services in the food e-commerce segment. Our omnichannel strategy is thus taking 

a new step forward, in order to continue to meet the expectations of consumers who are 

increasingly choosing to do their food shopping online”.  

 

Tina SCHULER, Managing Director of Casino Brands, said: “This partnership illustrates Casino's 

expertise in food e-commerce: our ambition is to become the leader in France by providing 

the best offer, the best prices and the best quality of service for everyone, everywhere, all 

the time. We are very pleased to make our offer available to Amazon customers”. 

 

Frédéric DUVAL, Managing Director, Amazon.fr, said: “We are delighted to be working with 

Casino Group and to offer this new click and collect service which will enable Prime 

members to benefit from an even wider selection of food products. This new service will 

ultimately make their lives easier throughout France”. 
 

 

 

 

About Amazon 
Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitive focus, passion for 

invention, commitment to operational excellence and long-term thinking. Amazon strives to be the 

most customer-centric company, the best employer and the safest place to work in the world. 

Customer reviews, 1-click shopping, personalized recommendations, Prime, Shipped by Amazon, 

AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle, Career Choice, Fire tablets, Fire TV, Amazon Echo, Alexa, Just 

Walk Out technology, Amazon Studios and The Climate Pledge are just some of the innovations from 

Amazon. For more information, visit amazon.fr/about and follow @AmazonNewsFR. 

 

 

About Casino Group 
Casino Group is a well-established and key player in the French retail industry as well as a leader in 

the global food retail market, with more than 11,000 stores worldwide - in France and Latin America. 

The Group has built up a portfolio of strong, dynamic and complementary banners, thanks to its 

workforce of over 200,000 people driven by a passion for retail and customer service, generating 

consolidated net sales of €31.9bn in 2020. In all of its host countries, the Casino Group focuses its 

development on the formats with the highest potential and ability to adapt in order to meet 

customer needs, both today and in the future. For more information, www.groupe-casino.fr. 
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Analyst and investor contacts 

Lionel BENCHIMOL – Tél : +33 (0)1 53 65 64 17 

lbenchimol@groupe-casino.fr 

ou 

+33 (0)1 53 65 24 17 

IR_Casino@groupe-casino.fr 

 
 

Press contacts 

Casino Group – Communications Department 

Stéphanie ABADIE - sabadie@groupe-casino.fr - +33 (0)6 26 27 37 05 

or 

+33(0)1 53 65 24 78 - directiondelacommunication@groupe-casino.fr 

Agence IMAGE 7 

Karine ALLOUIS – Tel : +33(0)1 53 70 74 84 - kallouis@image7.fr 

Franck PASQUIER – Tel : +33 (0)6 73 62 57 99 - fpasquier@image7.fr 

Casino Brands (in France)  

hjadot@groupe-casino.fr / presse-enseignescasino@groupe-casino.fr  

Tel : +33(0)1 78 68 00 74 - Tel : +33(0)6 73 98 43 21  

Agence Patricia Goldman  

Valentine FABRY - vfabry@patricia-goldman.com / Tel : +33(0)1 47 53 65 67 - Tel : +33(0)6 80 13 51 75 

 

 

 

 

 
Disclaimer 

This press release was prepared solely for information purposes, and should not be construed as a solicitation or an offer to 

buy or sell securities or related financial instruments. Likewise, it does not provide and should not be treated as providing 

investment advice. It has no connection with the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any receiver. 

No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of 

the information contained herein. Recipients should not consider it as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement. All 

the opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. 
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